
One Year in Practice PSC PRATITIONER Survey Data (2014) 

 Question Average Score 
(out of 4) 

1. The academic demands upon students in my graduate 
program 

3.9 

2. Students were allowed to express divergent points of view 3.7 
3. I believe that I receive fair and equitable grades in this 

department 
4 

4. If I could choose my graduate school again, I would choose 
ASU 

4 

5. My graduate program provided me with good preparation or 
my professional work 

3.7 

6. HPC had a humanistic/holistic environment characterized by 
mutual respect and concern between students and faculty 

3.9 

7. I would advise a friend with similar interests to come into 
this program  

4 

8. I learned a great deal as a student in my program 3.7 
9. My program provided sufficient opportunities for my 

personal growth and development 
4 

10. Faculty members generally were well prepared for their 
courses 

3.9 

11. Faculty members generally were well prepared for their 
courses 

3.9 

12. My program provided stimulating and exciting study 3.9 
13. My program provided an appropriate balance between 

experiential and academic learning 
3.7 

14. Faculty availability to students outside of class was adequate 4 
15. Requirements for my degree were clearly stated 3.9 
 

16. Which of the following statements best describes your satisfaction with your current position? 

 A. I am pleased with this position and plan to remain in for several years (33%) 

 B. I am somewhat satisfied and I will probably remain in this position for several years (17%) 

 C. I am somewhat satisfied but will seek a better position in the near future (17%) 

 D. I am completely dissatisfied and will leave this position as soon as possible (17%) 

 E. Other (17%) 

*Comment: “I have learned a lot in the past year and enjoyed the true counseling aspects of my 
career but will leave for a position that plays on my strengths and what I would love about my 
current job.” 

 

17.  Which of the following best describes your experience in seeking your first position after graduating 
from this program? 



 A. I was already in a position in the field or had one offered to me prior to graduation. (17%) 

 B. I found work closely related to my graduate training within 6 months after graduation. (83%) 

 C. I did not find work closely related to my graduate training though I tried. 

 D. I might have found a position had I been willing to relocate. 

 E. I did not seek work compatible with my training.  

 

18. Please comment on the one or two aspects that you consider the greatest strengths of your graduate 
program.   

• Great elective options: EXA classes especially. The faculty especially Elizabeth and Laurie. 
These two women provided me with invaluable support. 

• Faculty 
• Self-Reflection!!!!- Valuable self-assessment on strengths and weaknesses. Also, focus on 

multicultural experiences.  

 

19. Please comment on the one or two least satisfactory aspect of your graduate program. 

• DSM should be a required class. Also, guidance through the LPCA licensure process 
• NONE! 
• Financial difficulties__ If you want to graduate in two years you have to overload. Also, 

registration forms throughout the program were difficult to keep up with.  
• Advisory 

20. Other comments regarding faculty, curriculum, etc. 

• Excellent, most valuable experience I have undertaken. 
• Wonderful! 


